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From the editor

On the Cover:
Mixing old and new and
antique with modern,
designer Liz Goldberg
works with a fashionable
client (with a great sixties
glam vibe) to make her
home a true reflection of
her style (page 36).

Lindsay M. Powell
Editor in Chief
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PORTRAIT: HEATHER VARNER; ON THE COVER: ANNA ROUTH.

ately, I’ve found myself making a distinct effort to look for beauty in
the world. Beauty matters. It is a mantra I picked up years ago and
it stuck with me because I know in my heart that it’s true. Beauty
inspires us, connects us, and enhances our human experience. There
has been a lot of talk lately about what is considered essential and
what is not. When it comes to finding joy in life, beauty is essential.
With that in mind, I am so pleased we can share a little beauty and joy with you in our
In Living Color issue. What better theme to inspire a little joy.
Featured in these pages are spaces bathed in the color and light we are all craving.
Designer Liz Goldberg helps a client achieve her dream home—one that reflects her
unique style by mixing old and new and allowing pops of color to stand out against a
backdrop of bright whites (page 36). Designer Ashley DeLapp brings pattern and color to
the forefront in her clients’ Olde Raleigh residence, resulting in a home that is a technicolor dream to behold (page 46). Sometimes it takes a designer to see the potential of a
space. A Chapel Hill family enlists the talents of designer Kara Cox to give their contemporary Chapel Hill home the modern bohemian aesthetic they truly want (page 56).
We get a lesson in Granny Chic when designer Lauren Hood shows us how to
master the Grandmillennial trend—think florals, vintage rugs, and pleated lampshades
(page 26). It pays to be friends with MA Allen. When her close friends recently completed a remodel and addition project, they asked her to infuse the space with style and
functionality (page 20). And Jamie Meares, the local connoisseur of all things colorful
and cool, creates a design board with products sure to liven up any space (page 32).
I never imagined that my first issue as Editor in Chief would be under these unique
circumstances. But despite all current events, I couldn’t be more thrilled to join the
magazine, and I would be remiss if I didn’t extend my sincerest gratitude to the dedicated and talented staff at HD&D who helped put this issue together, as well as to the advertisers and contributors who stuck with us through these uncertain times. Thank you.
As I write this, I look out onto a gray and rainy day that is anything but colorful,
and I am reminded of how hard it is to see color without light. But the light is there.
I’ve seen it when my small children inexplicably thrive in Zoom meetings. I’ve seen it
in the kindness shared between strangers. And I see it when I think of better ways we
can adapt and live in the future. I believe we will come out on the other side of this with
clearer minds and stronger hearts.
Let’s let the light in.
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market

COLOR
WONDER
With so many shades of every color, why live
in a neutral world? Bring your home to life with
our roundup of sophisticated and colorful
products in hues ranging from calm to vibrant.
Produced by Ashley Hotham Cox
Written by Anne Marie Ashley

ENLIGHTENED

Columbian-born designer Richard Mishaan
combines his love of architecture, design, and
color in his latest offerings from Visual Comfort.
The Tilly Large Table Lamp is sophisticated in
structure with its cinched gold waist and bold in
color with its bright blue stripes. The combination
is simple yet striking, adding an element of
versatility to any room. circalighting.com

ALONG THE COAST

Making the leap from the banking world to the design
world may not seem like an obvious move, but designer
Kira Faiman has done just that, and effortlessly. Her new
lifestyle brand, Von Gern Home, is an intoxicating mix of
stylish table accessories in a variety of bright hues and
interesting designs. These coasters are no exception,
offering a playful yet chic alternative to mini-protective
drink trays. A half-oval shape covered in richly colored
lacquer is paired with the thinnest of thin contrasting
stripes for a modern look that elevates the average
cocktail table. vongernhome.com

PRETTY IN PINK

Local decorative-hardware-design favorite Addison Weeks is known
for adding beautifully colored gemstones and unique style to their
line of jewelry and decorative hardware. Their latest brainchild was
inspired by a designer looking to add a pink-jade stone accent in a
glamorous walk-in closet to match a custom carpet. “The addition of
pink jade to our collection was perfect because of its depth and rich
tone,” Katherine Weeks Mulford says. “Pink jade is a gemstone known
to offer a nurturing energy that creates feelings of tranquility and
aids us with insightful dreams. We thought it was a color that was a
happy accent for spring.” addisonweeks.com

HIDE EVERYTHING

Designer Kyle Bunting has created a world in which almost
anything is possible, which has always been his design goal, saying,
“designing without limitation is the ultimate expression of luxury.”
Working exclusively with hide material, Bunting has opened the
design world’s eyes to the versatility of this dimensional fabric.
From upholstery and walls to pillows and rugs, the untapped
potential is endless. In his new Portofino Collection, Bunting creates
a dizzying array of colorful canopy designs inspired by the Italian
Riviera. “Portofino was inspired by a time when travel was the
norm. We think about focusing on the sunlight and water out our
back French doors, inviting us to break the stay-at-home order and
be with our fellow humans once again.” Create your own colorful
mix or shop the three available designs in-house. kylebunting.com
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CLASSIC OFFERINGS FOR SOPHISTICATED HOME FURNISHING TASTES

SINCE 1939
INTERIOR DESIGN SERVICES AVAILABLE

North Raleigh: 5640 Capital Boulevard • 919-954-0025 • Monday through Saturday 10 - 4 • Closed Sunday
Visit our website at www.waysidefurniturehouse.com

market

THE NEW
TRADITIONALIST

THREE’S COMPANY

Charlotte gallery owner, philanthropist, and collector
Chandra Johnson together with famed interior
designer Barrie Benson have joined forces to create
Peg Norriss—a collaboration geared toward bringing
artists to the forefront of design. “Chandra and I have
always loved collaborating and have developed such a
strong creative synergy over the years,” Benson says. “It
started as a passion project, marrying our two worlds of
contemporary art and design.”
By producing capsule collections that translate the
artists’ work into interiors, Peg Norriss is able to support
artists both creatively and financially. “It’s a way to take
their existing work and reimagine it,” Johnson says.
The collections are offered exclusively through
Schumacher, a further collaboration that came together
in near-perfect form. “I knew their devotion to art
would dovetail so well with what we’ve been doing at
Schumacher by bringing artists and artisans to the fore,”
says Schumacher creative director Dara Caponigro.
Their latest artist collaboration with Jackie Gendel
brings a storied collection of wallcoverings that echo
the colorful and evocative nature of Gendel’s paintings,
bringing to light her process, sequence, and form.
“Barrie and I both fell in love with Jackie’s use of color
and her strong feminine perspective,” Johnson says.
Toile De Femmes, The Golden Age, and Steps are three
design ways that Gendel has perfected, each with its
own unique story. From the whimsical and majestic
three-panel design of The Golden Age to a lyrical twist on
traditional toile, Gendel’s interpretation of wallcoverings
is easy on the art lover’s eyes. pegnorriss.com
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VICE SQUAD

Rising star designer Sasha Bikoff has
partnered with Currey & Company to
create a vibrant new line of furniture
and lighting, including the Miami Beach
pendant and illuminated floor accessory
shown here. The line, which launched
in April, has a distinct Miami vibe with
a touch of ’80s nostalgia and a healthy
dose of pretty color. Varied textures,
couture fabrics, and bright colors,
combined with her penchant for Italian
Renaissance and French rococo antiques,
Sixties Pop, and 1980s Italian Memphis,
distinguish Bikoff’s brash design. Drawing
inspiration from the beaches in Miami to
those in Malibu, as well as from cherries,
hibiscus, shells, and ocean waves, the
new collection is decidedly bold, colorful,
fresh, and fun. “The creativity of the
brand has always resonated with me,
and when the opportunity arose to be a
part of the Currey family, I felt like it was
a match made in heaven,” Bikoff says.
curreyandcompany.com

SOCIETY SOCIAL VIGNETTE: LOREN BARHAM, TABLE: COURTESY OF SOCIETY SOCIAL; PEG NORRISS PHOTOS: COURTESY OF SCHUMACHER, PORTRAIT: LYDIA BAIRD.

The collaboration between Society Social’s
Roxy Te and designer Ariel Okin has
produced a one-of-a-kind collection full
of colorful and sophisticated accents, rich
in traditional bones but updated with a
modern approach. The collection features
seven essential pieces of furniture perfect
for completing a living room that exudes
new traditionalist style. The pieces can
be customized with myriad fabrics and
colors, including your own picks to match
your individual style or any one of Society
Social’s sixty-plus fabrics and any Benjamin
Moore or Sherwin-Williams paint color.
societysocial.com

style | everyday living

MAKING an ENTRANCE
Written by Lindsay M. Powell
Photography by Anna Routh

M

A Allen has a knack for combining beauty with
functionality, so when her close friends recently
completed a remodel and addition project of their
home in the Wayland Heights neighborhood of Raleigh, they
enlisted her talents to achieve a stylish space suited for
both entertaining and everyday life. “The goals of my clients
were to use interior decorating as a vehicle to make the

rooms functional, while also elevating the style,” says Allen,
founder and lead designer of MA Allen Interiors.
Allen’s first goal was to better utilize their main living
spaces—a series of adjoining rooms—to create a sense of
welcome and entry in the absence of a traditional foyer.
With the front room of the home serving as the main
entry for both the owners and their visitors, she opted to

ABOVE: For a feminine yet edgy look, Allen chose Schumacher curtains with a mid-intensity
lilac hue and bright pops of pink, as well as blush table lamps by Circa Lighting.
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L u x u ry S i m p l i f i e d .

Left to Right: Jon Rufty, Rufty Homes | Rex Bost, Bost Custom Homes | Rod Mangrum, Sundance Signature Homes | Rex Vick, Jr., Sage Built

A n E l i t e C u s to m B u i l d e r Te a m
Wi t h M o r e Th a n A C e n t u ry O f C o m b i n e d
E x p e r t i s e , Pa r t n e r e d to D e l i v e r
Th e D e s t i n E x p e r i e n c e
A 4 0 H o m e s i t e C o m m u n i t y I n P r o m i n e n t We s t C a ry
www.DestinNC.com | 919.521.4345 | Info@DestinNC.com
Sales By Coldwell Banker Howard Perry and Walston New Homes & Land.

style | everyday living

Custom commissioned artwork by Laura Deems and Adele Yonchak and bold printed
throw pillows add bright pops of color to the neutral base of the living room.

Allen added warmth through wood tones, ready-made bedding by Peacock Alley,
and a vintage hand-knotted carpet.

define it with a more feminine and decorated look, delineating the entry and sitting areas with an antique chest
purchased from one of her favorite dealers in Savannah.
“I let the window treatment fabric drive the color
scheme. It was love at first sight with this print,” says
Allen of the feminine yet edgy Schumacher curtains with
a mid-intensity lilac hue and bright pops of pink. She
had the couple’s antique chairs painted, reupholstered,
and lacquered by Steins Furniture & Lacquer Studio, and
commissioned a vibrant piece of custom artwork by Renee
Bouchon to energize the space. Blush table lamps by Circa
Lighting, custom throw pillows, and soft gray walls continue
the feminine colorway.
With the master bedroom just off the living room, Allen
pulled pale lavender paint and fabrics to continue the flow,

completing the inviting look with ready-made bedding
by Peacock Alley, a pair of table lamps by Circa Lighting,
and a vintage rug. “I wanted to create a haven, adding
warmth through warm wood tones, beautiful burl bedside
tables, custom bedding, hand-knotted carpet, and embroidered-print Roman shades,” says the designer.
Part of the addition was the family room with a covered
porch off the back. “We explored various furniture plans
to achieve balance and allow for traffic flow and openness
between indoors and outdoors. The sofa length was critical,
so a custom sofa was necessary,” explains Allen. With neutral paint colors already in place, she added color through
commissioned pieces of artwork by Laura Deems and Adele
Yonchak, bold printed throw pillows, and an upholstered
ottoman. Pale aqua drapery with bronze accents, by No.9
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LANCASTER
LancasterCCU.com | 336.431.6655 | To the Trade

style | everyday living
BELOW: The addition project included the family room with a covered porch off the back. Allen created a furniture
plan to allow for traffic flow and achieve openness between the indoors and outdoors. The pale aqua with bronze
accents in the drapery by No. 9 Thompson tie into the antique brass hardware and the bronze ceramic lamps.

“THE BENEFIT OF KNOWING
SOMEONE WELL IS THAT YOU
ALREADY HAVE A SENSE OF THEIR
LIKES AND DISLIKES.”
—MA ALLEN
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Thompson, complements the antique brass hardware and the
textured bronze ceramic lamps, creating unity in the space.
“The benefit of knowing someone well is that you already
have a sense of their likes and dislikes,” says Allen of the pair,
who share their home with their trio of chihuahua-mixes. The
result of the friends’ collaboration was a polished yet livable
space where the fun-loving couple can both entertain their
guests and relax in private. “And the living room is definitely
a favorite space,” adds the designer. “If those curtains go
missing, they should have an idea where to look!” u

Creating Custom Landscaping

Designed to meet your budget
and exceed your expectations.
EXPERT SERVICE | ROOTED IN QUALITY | UNIQUE GIFTS

919.460.7747
GardenSupplyCo.com
1421 OLD APEX ROAD, CARY, NC 27513

trend | grandmillennial

BORROWED
STYLE
One Raleigh designer achieves the
Grandmillennial look while keeping it chic, not stuffy.

ABOVE: North
Carolina–based Cruel
Mountain Designs
created the brass wall
lamps with custom
pleated lampshades in
a block-print pattern. A
Christopher Spitzmiller
lamp in lavender sits
atop a burl-wood
bedside table.

Written by Lindsay M. Powell
Photography by Anna Routh
Floral fabrics and wallpapers, pleated lampshades, chintz
with wicker, and rattan and bamboo pieces layered over
vintage rugs are all elements combined to create a decor
style often described as Granny Chic—more recently dubbed
Grandmillennial by a younger generation interested in
mixing family heirlooms and vintage finds with modern
design elements—keeping the look fresh instead of dowdy.
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“I’ve spent countless weekends over the past two decades
scouring vintage and second-hand shops for furniture and
accessories I can only imagine have fascinating backstories,”
explains Raleigh designer Lauren Hood of Progeny Interiors.
“Wicker baskets, burnt bamboo shelves, intricate quilts,
unique pieces of pottery, inlaid side tables, kitschy seashell
boxes, vintage rugs, paintings (old paint-by-numbers!)—just a

trend | grandmillennial

LEFT: Hood layered a
colorful vintage rug under
a custom chaise lounge
from Lee Industries to
create a cozy reading nook
for her clients.
RIGHT: Inspired by
designers like Beata
Heuman, Rita Konig, and
Anna Spiro, Hood created
a relaxing oasis for her
clients. Vintage books
and family photos line the
built-in shelves.

snippet of what I see when I look around my home and realize
how many of my things first belonged to someone else.”
Clients Julia and Matt Peterson enlisted the talents of
Hood to transform their downstairs guestroom into a cozy
and relaxing oasis. “Julia’s guest bedroom had existing floral
wallpaper that we thought was lovely, but we wanted to
use a more contemporary fabric for the window treatments
to avoid the room feeling stuffy,” explains Hood, choosing
Schumacher Deconstructed Stripe by Miles Redd paired with
a vibrant red-tape trim. The brass wall lamps were outfitted
with custom pleated lampshades in a block-print pattern
from North Carolina–based Cruel Mountain Designs. A
Christopher Spitzmiller lamp in lavender sits atop a
burl-wood bedside table. Vintage books and family
photos line the built-in shelves. A custom chaise
lounge from Lee Industries sits in the corner of the
room on top of a colorful vintage rug—a perfect place
to relax with a cup of tea and a good book.

1

6

GET
THE
LOOK

1. Lee Jofa Hollyhock Hdb hand-blocked linen fabric / $1,999 / chairish.com
2. Nancy wallpaper / to the trade / fschumacher.com
3. Tuxedo Park Tortoise Nightstand / $650 / furbishstudio.com
4. Limited Edition Samba Pleated Lamp Shade /
prices vary / ballarddesigns.com
5. Vintage Persian Arin rug / $545 / zartiques.com
6. Large Palm Leaf Rectangular Rush Basket / $324 / hudsonandvine.com
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palette

MELON
DRAMA
The juicy jewel of summer
soirees is taste-quenching
year-round indoors.
Written by Christina Spratt Spencer

1

2
3

4

1. Sherwin-Williams Real Red Paint / gallons starting
at $26.94 / sherwin-williams.com
2. Pierre Frey Arty / to the trade / pierrefrey.com
3. Oomph Newport Lantern / $3,500 / oomphhome.com
4. Matouk Aries Flat Sheet / $525 / isabellastyle.com
5. Design Within Reach Sam Son Chair / $795 / dwr.com
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY CHRISTINA WEDGE.

5

Refreshing and robust, this ripe-off-the-rind hue is unmistakably its namesake. The range of tone varies from sweet to
striking, like the ombre of a fresh-seeded slice with saturation
stretching from a deliciously mellow singsong mood to a vibrantly punchy pop, like the prized pick of the patch. Comfortably convivial and brimming with a come-hither sense of
hospitality, this maverick melon marries synchronously with
nature’s pairings of spearmint, deep hunter green, and olive
notes. Warm sandy beiges, coral-toned blush, and deep berries
muddle nicely in analogous pairings. All the while, sea-spray
aquamarines or jolts of cerulean reinvigorate, and citrusy chartreuse, cantaloupe, and cardamom create an earthy, anchored
atmosphere. All offer a restorative and revitalizing interior
palate cleanse that’s worth a try for any taste.

design board

While the tastes of Jamie Meares may be constantly
evolving, her designs are always eclectic and bold.
She effortlessly mixes pattern and color, old and new,
patina and charm for designs that are a balance of
daring and timeless.
Finding inspiration through her travels, Meares always
has new restaurants and hotels on her radar. “NYC is where
I’m able to be most creative—there’s an energy there that
you can tap right into,” says the designer, store owner, and
blogger. “I’m an avid Pinterest user, I find lots of need
artists on Instagram, and I also get inspiration from
working with my team—I’m a group thinker.”
When approaching a project, Meares draws from her
endless supply of ideas she’s been itching to try, while
incorporating her client’s tastes, to create a design that
is spirited, unique, and functional. “I like rooms with
personality, that showcase collections and are conducive
to conversation,” explains Meares. You can peek into
her creative mind on her blog, I Suwanee, or by visiting
her shop furbish.com.

1
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1. Parasol Table Lamp / $695 / furbishstudio.com
2. Greco Disco / $65 / anthropologie.com
3. Buckhorn Cabin Picnic, Aspen Mountain by Gray Malin
/ $395 / furbishstudio.com
4. GG Psychedelic round shoulder bag / $1,290 / gucci.com
5. Caitlen Vintage Rug / $700 / furbishstudio.com
6. Marbled Candlesticks / $695 / furbishstudio.com
7. Holographic Nudesse Candle / $68 / nordstrom.com
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PORTRAIT: ANNA ROUTH; PHOTOGRAPHY BY LISSA GOTWALS.

JAMIE
Meares

Home Design

Photography by Anna Routh.

Mirror Image

In Technicolor

Bohemian Rhapsody
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Originally used as a dining table in their
previous home, the Lewises’ Saarinen
marble-top Tulip table was moved to the
foyer, where the striking piece greets visitors.
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MIRROR
IMAGE
DESIGNER LIZ GOLDBERG CREATES AN
INTERIOR DESIGN SCHEME THAT IS THE
PERFECT REFLECTION OF HER STYLISH CLIENT.

Interior Design by Liz Goldberg | Text by Blake Miller | Photography by Anna Routh

Lewis scored the pair of Jonathan
Adler blue-velvet chairs years ago in
the designer’s NYC showroom. They
add a pop of color to the otherwise
neutral living room featuring a Stark
rug and modern Mitzi lighting.
OPPOSITE: The view of the wooded
backyard was important to the
Lewises, so Goldberg designed
custom Fabricut sheer draperies that
wouldn’t impair the view. The couple’s
existing traditional dining table was
modernized with the addition of
Safavieh leather dining chairs.
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L

ynette Lewis loves a good find. The native
New Yorker’s biggest hobby is scouring
flea markets and antique shops for the
perfect vintage piece. And because she and
her family split their time between their
apartment in Manhattan and their home
in West Cary, Lewis has access to what feels like endless
options to feed her creative spirit. “I have all of these
amazing showrooms and warehouses just down the street
from our home in New York,” she says. “I’ve always loved
walking through them, seeing the next wave of trends and
checking out up-and-coming designers. It’s my hobby.”
While Lewis has always had a penchant for interior
design, she was never really able to put it to use in her
home. “When Ron and I first got married, we moved into his
home,” says Lewis of the couple’s former West Cary home
situated on two and a half acres of wooded land. And while

the home was beautiful, it wasn’t quite Lewis’s style. When
a developer purchased their home and land, the couple was
forced to look for a new home. That’s when Lewis’s creative
engine began spinning. “We found this amazing neighborhood where custom homes were being built on these beautiful wooded lots, which was what we were used to, that
privacy,” Lewis says. “I fell in love with Upton & Co.’s work
and said if we ever build, that’s who we’re using.”
Fast forward a few months, and the Lewises began the
custom design process with Upton & Co. while also enlisting
the help of designer Liz Goldberg. Though the facade of the
stunning Georgian home is decidedly traditional, the interiors are not. Architectural details are minimal with blackframed windows, blonde-oak hardwoods throughout, and
zero crown molding or trim detailing. “I didn’t want the traditional Raleigh home,” Lewis says. “I’m very into vintage,
midcentury modern pieces, and I had a vision for using
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Lewis wanted an all-white kitchen, so
Goldberg added interest with simple
details like the gold-metallic underlay
in the Visual Comfort pendants and the
Restoration Hardware Modern counter
stools accented with burnished brass
and swathed in a 1960s Rome fabric.
OPPOSITE: Goldberg added pops of
color throughout the home, including
this bold, vintage runner from
Nashville Rug Gallery.
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them in our home. And I wanted white everywhere
with pops of color.”
It was Goldberg who was tasked with pulling
together a cohesive aesthetic that combined Lewis’s
existing vintage and midcentury modern pieces with
newer, more modern items. “The most important part
of my job is to make sure that my clients’ home reflects
who they are and what their style is,” the designer
says. “Lynette is so fashionable and has this great
sixties glam vibe. I wanted that to be apparent in the
interior design.”
For Goldberg, the design process is truly about listening to her clients. “Lynette and I walked through her
previous home and I just let her talk about the pieces
that she really loved the most,” she says. “I could see
a twinkle in her eye when she talked about some of
the pieces. I took notes on what items she really spoke
about the most, the ones she had great anecdotes for,
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Goldberg used a graphic Kravet wallpaper
on the accent wall in the master bedroom.
A vintage Pucci scarf was repurposed into a
throw pillow on the bed to add even more
color to the room.
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and I knew that those would be the ones we had to have
as centerpieces throughout her new home.” Many of the
existing pieces Lewis was fond of were repurposed in the
new home. A Saarinen marble-top Tulip table, which was
originally the family breakfast table, was moved to the
large foyer so it greets visitors and the Lewises every time
they enter their home. A Kelly-green patent-leather Milo
Baughman sofa, which once sat in the church where Ron is
a pastor, now serves as a comfy place to gather in the kids’
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upstairs loft. And a colorful Pucci scarf was transformed
into a colorful throw pillow on the master bed.
But just as Lewis loves to combine old with new and
antique with vintage, Goldberg does as well. The designer
added a modern edge to the master bedroom with a graphic
Kravet wallpaper, which serves as the accent wall. The
lighting throughout the home is a mix of antique and
midcentury modern, such as in the dining room, where a
traditional crystal chandelier serves as the centerpiece to

the room. Elsewhere, a modern globe light fixture by Mitzi
provides ample light in the sitting room.
No project is ever truly complete, evolving over time
with the homeowners’ new tastes in styles and decor.
But regardless of the additional styling, this home will
forever exude Lewis’s personal style. “The bones of this
house have classic elements, but the way we pulled it all
together, it’s truly Lynette and her style. It’s a reflection
of her through and through.” u

LEFT: To make the laundry room cheery and bright, Goldberg and Lewis chose
a playful bird motif wallpaper by Designers Guild. All-white quartz counters
complement the busyness of the pattern.
RIGHT: For her twin girls’ bedroom, Lewis scoured eBay to find a matching quilt
for her existing Ralph Lauren one. Goldberg added custom blackout Roman
shades with tape trim by Fabricut and modern pendants by IKEA.
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Bright blue and citron
accents welcome guests
into the sunbathed foyer.
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IN

Technicolor
DESIGNER ASHLEY DELAPP WORKS
WITH HOMEOWNERS IN OLDE RALEIGH
TO UPDATE THEIR HOME AND BRING IT
TO LIFE WITH COLOR.

Interior Design by Ashley DeLapp
Text by Anne Marie Ashley
Photography by Cat Wilborne
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B

rooke Abee and her husband loved the family
feel of the Olde Raleigh neighborhood. The
established gated community was convenient
to downtown, the airport, and all of their
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The family started with the living room, dining room, and
foyer. While surfing social media, Abee came across a room
design by Charlotte-based interior designer Ashley DeLapp.
“I immediately saw my own love of color and boldness in her
designs,” Abee says. “I knew she would be a great fit for our
design style and vision.”
“Luckily, Brooke loves color, which is my specialty! The
Abees aren’t afraid to take risks, which made this fun for us
both,” DeLapp says. “The home already had bold colors painted
on the walls and ceilings, but they were dark and dated. The

The kitchen was recently completed to coordinate with the downstairs. A
tile backsplash from Ann Sacks, designed by Kelly Wearstler, serves as the
centerpiece behind the range. OPPOSITE: A cheery yellow door welcomes
guests into the foyer, painted in a moody gray and coupled with a blue velvet chair
that offers a pop of color. The staircase offers the same yellow paint, exposed with
natural light from large glass windows, but the chandelier—a gold starburst with
glass rods from Lucent Lightshop on Etsy—takes center stage.
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LEFT: The eight-foot kitchen island features
a waterfall quartzite countertop fabricated
by Carolina Kitchen & Bath, and an Arteriors
chandelier above creates a statement. Clear
Gabby counter stools sit pretty, provided by
Ashley DeLapp Interiors.

Abees were ready for a major
change, without sacrificing their
love of color.”
The homeowners hopped on the
phone with DeLapp and discussed
their vision for a comfortable, welcoming, and colorful home with
plenty of sophistication. “Within two
weeks, the design was finalized, and
I made a trip to Raleigh to present
the fabrics and wallpapers,” DeLapp
recalls. “We were in sync on the
design, which made it quick and
easy. I shipped everything directly
to her house, and came up to install the
accessories and photograph the space.”
Bold wallcovering in a geometric pattern and neutral tones adorn
the dining-room walls, a perfect
backdrop for a lemon-yellow sideboard coupled with a bright white
dining table and Lucite chairs. This
room drove the design of the first
floor. The spaces were bold, with
bright blue and citron accents,
anchored by grays, blacks, and
whites. Bright citron walls lead the
staircase upward, accenting the tall
windows that make the color extra
bright and cheery, bathed in light.
The moody foyer is gray with pops of
citron artwork and a bold blue chair
that welcomes guests beyond the
yellow front door.
Fast forward a few years, and
Abee was ready to work on her
kitchen and make it cohesive with
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the rest of the downstairs living space. “I had a vision for my
kitchen in my head for almost ten years,” she says. “It was a
very closed off, dark space that needed a huge revamp. I knew
I wanted a bold Ann Sacks backsplash and was certain Ashley
was the only person to help me pull together all the elements
and make it scream ‘Me!’”
Abee sent DeLapp a few things she loved for inspiration,
and the designer was able to virtually send back design boards
with some options. “Ashley did come to look at my stone
in-person and give me her stamp of approval with color choices
for ceiling and island,” Abee says. DeLapp adds, “Brooke had
a vision, she knew certain elements she wanted, and I filled in
the rest. We worked remotely again, and I shipped everything
to her house. We treated all the projects like e-design, but the
difference is, I traveled there for the install.”
Together, the pair brought the homeowner’s vision to life
in a cohesive look that included the bold blue, black-and-white,
and yellow hues in a casual but sophisticated design that felt
personal and fun. The ceiling was painted a pale blue, mimicking the dining room ceiling, and the backsplash tiles from Ann
Sacks that Abee had chosen came together in a pattern reminiscent of wallpaper, but with the durability and uniqueness of

OPPOSITE: The dining room off of the foyer drove the design concepts of
the downstairs, a neutral palette of black, white, and gray, with pops of citron
and bold blue. A white tulip dining table from Modway centers the room,
surrounded by Lucite chairs.
LEFT: The bar area features the same tile backsplash as the kitchen: Kelly
Wearstler Liaison Mulholland from Ann Sacks in noir. A quartzite countertop
from Carolina Kitchen & Bath completes the prep area.
RIGHT: The geometric wallcoverings from Harlequin are a textural yet neutral
backdrop for a vintage sideboard the designer lacquered in bright yellow. An
intricate mirror by Arteriors adorns the wall above.
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West Elm chairs in mustard are gathered
in the breakfast area for an unorthodox
seating arrangement—one that Brooke
Abee says is the best decision she’s
made. This room serves as her family’s
favorite sitting area. A coffee table
offers a flat surface, perfect for grazing,
and the intimacy creates conversation.
OPPOSITE: A bold blue barn door hides
the laundry room off the kitchen.
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tile. The black-and-white backsplash is the centerpiece of the
kitchen, with a statement fixture over the eight-foot island
with a waterfall quartzite counter for a touch of drama. “The
kitchen was designed around that backsplash and island,”
Abee says. “A total highlight for me.”
In the breakfast area, Abee opted for a sitting area,
with four swivel chairs and a lower glass coffee table for a
relaxed feel. “Our family of four enjoys this spot more than
any sitting area in our home,” she says. “I tell everyone I

know to skip the kitchen table and create a sitting area—you
will never look back!”
In the end, DeLapp created a completely personal, colorful,
and one-of-a-kind space for the Abee family, filled with pops
of color that brighten their everyday living. “I always tell my
clients to invest in unique pieces and to only buy something
they truly love,” DeLapp says. “I like to mix vintage pieces
with new. It gives a home a collected look that no one else can
ever exactly duplicate.” u
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Bohemian

RHAPSODY
DESIGNER KARA COX GIVES A
CONTEMPORARY CHAPEL HILL HOME A
MODERN-BOHEMIAN MAKEOVER.

Interior Design by Kara Cox | Text by Blake Miller | Photography by Michael Blevins

Cox completely transformed the one-time
peachy family room by painting it with Benjamin
Moore Classic Gray. She then layered the Wesley
Hall sectional in a neutral, durable Sunbrella
fabric. To create interest, she added a layer of
bright throw pillows by Robert Allen, Zoffany,
and Tulu. The table lamps are by Visual Comfort.
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Meredith loves copper, so Cox incorporated the classic
metal into the master bathroom with this stunning
copper soaking tub by Thompson Traders. She
accented the centerpiece fixture with porcelain tile
flooring. OPPOSITE: In lieu of marble, which can stain,
Cox chose durable porcelain tile with a dark grout for
both the bathroom and shower floors as well as the
shower walls. Quartz serves as the shower bench and
shower-surround detail.
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W

hen Meredith and Jason Butler
first purchased their home in
Chapel Hill, they thought the
interiors had to be modern. The
home was, after all, contemporary in its architecture. “We
really just thought that the interior design had to skew more
modern because the house was more modern,” Meredith
says. But after enlisting the help of acquaintance and
designer Kara Cox, the Butlers realized modern wasn’t quite
the aesthetic they wanted or needed in their home.
“Meredith liked more bohemian patterns and fabrics,
lots of color, a lot of warm metal, a lot of black,” Cox says.

“Their style was much less contemporary and much more
modern bohemian, so I really went for warm modern with a
bohemian touch. This home would definitely be a departure
from the traditional homes we’re used to seeing in the South.”
Built in the 1990s, the Butlers’ home hadn’t been updated
and was in dire need of a design overhaul. Though the home
featured modern architectural details, the finishes were
drab and dated. In the first phase of the renovation, Cox
focused her efforts on the spaces the Butlers would entertain in and use the most: the family room, the kitchen, and
the powder room. Functionality and kid-friendly were top
priorities for the young couple who had one small child and
a new baby during the design process. To update the spaces,
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LEFT: Cox updated the homeowners’
existing headboard and upholstered bed
frame with a fresh color palette of blush
pink and off-white. The coverlet and velvet
duvet are from West Elm, and the custom
lumbar pillow was designed by Cox.
RIGHT: Cox gave the dark and disorganized
master closet a makeover with custom
storage from Carolina Closets. The addition
of the Strada flush-mount light fixture by
Circa Lighting and the playful Cole & Son
wallpaper on the ceiling transformed the
closet into a place to relax, as well.

Cox painted over the original
peachy color with Benjamin Moore
Classic Gray, and the trim with the
bright Chantilly Lace. “It instantly
made the room feel brighter,”
Butler says. “Everything began to
pop once we changed the color.”
From there, Cox began with a
neutral foundation, adding pieces
like the Wesley Hall sectional in a
durable Sunbrella fabric. Then she
layered more modern-bohemian
prints and textures with throw
pillows by Robert Allen, Tulu,
and Zoffany, coupled with bold
turquoise-blue table lamps by
Visual Comfort. With an open
view to the kitchen, Cox wanted
to create interest with even the
tiniest details. Such was the case
with the trio of counter stools by
Stillwater swathed in a playful and
durable Palecek fabric. The rope
detail juxtaposed with the sleek
vinyl was the ideal coupling of bohemian-meets-modern.
Beyond the list of styles and
furnishings the Butlers were
drawn to, Meredith also mentioned to Cox that she loved
copper, “so I knew we had to have
it in some element in the home,”
explains the designer. The answer
was a stunning copper tub by
Thompson Traders. “The moment
I saw it I had to have it for their
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LEFT: The custom vanity in a striking Kelly green provides a pop of color to
the powder room. Cox complemented it with a sconce by Kelly Wearstler, a
malachite mirror by Made Goods, and Tatoo in Noir wallpaper by Pierre Frey.
TOP: The master bedroom’s adjacent sitting room was rarely used, so Cox
transformed it into a functional and useful sitting room and home office.
She brightened the space by painting the fireplace surround and existing
bookshelves and cabinetry a light hue, and by adding modern hardware. Cox
added the Wesley Hall armchairs with orange piping, which draw from the
color palette of the original artwork by Laura Park.
BOTTOM: Cox was drawn to the Stillwater counter stools swathed in a Palecek
vinyl because of their durability and their detail. The rope trim juxtaposed
with the sleek and kid-friendly vinyl brought together the warm modernbohemian aesthetic the designer was seeking.

bathroom!” The statement piece became the centerpiece of the renovated master bathroom, which is “sleek
and modern, but warm,” Cox says. In lieu of slate floors,
Cox used porcelain with a dark grout on the bathroom and
shower floors, while durable quartz was used for the shower
seat and shower-surround detail.
One of the most dramatic changes, however, took place
in the master bedroom and adjoining master closet. The
bedroom was originally dark navy with white trim. To
update and brighten it, Cox “completely flipped the color
palette by painting the walls a soft pale blue, painting the
trimwork dark, and accenting the ceiling with a lighter
color,” she says. “It changed the entire architecture of the
room.” The dramatic Kelly Wearstler chandelier hangs
above the upholstered bed while vintage pieces such as the
sunburst mirror add a modern touch.
The real prize of the upstairs, though, is the master
bedroom closet, which was originally dark and disorganized.
Streamlined custom shelving by Carolina Closets, a Strada
flush-mount light fixture by Circa Lighting, and a playful
Cole & Son wallpaper on the ceiling create a jewel-box effect
in what was once a dark, drab closet space.
The updates were more than the Butlers had dreamed
of when they first asked Cox to tweak their outdated home.
“Kara is such a great listener,” Meredith says. “She just got
us, and the end result is so different from what we initially
thought we wanted.”
One of the most important aspects of Cox’s job as a
designer is to simply listen to her clients. In this case, her
clients thought they knew what they wanted, but after some
time the designer was able to draw out just the aesthetic the
couple was truly looking for. “We took something that was
so dated and made it fresh and new,” Cox says. “It ended
up being exactly what they wanted, even though they didn’t
know it at first.” u
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DECORATING

THE Surprise INSIDE
There’s a little-known design secret nestled
in the heart of Cameron Village.

H

Written by Dana W. Todd
Photography by Catherine Nguyen

iding behind the Nest Interiors sign at
the retail design store in the Cameron
Village neighborhood is a surprise sure
to delight homeowners. Most people may
think of Nest Interiors as a wonderful
place to pick up a new piece of furniture
or an interesting throw pillow for the sofa, but there is more
available to homeowners in the way of design services. Since
Nest employs interior designers on staff, all of its in-store
design services that help homeowners redesign rooms as well
as choose and place appropriate furniture and accessories are
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totally free of charge. The additional surprise—and gift—is
that Nest absorbs all of the shipping charges for homeowners
when they order specific pieces for themselves. Since the
retail store routinely orders and receives shipments, it bears
the cost of shipping and never passes that on to the homeowner. Homeowners are delighted that they can have rooms
refreshed and refurbished by a professional without worrying
about the escalating costs of hourly design fees.
“We never bill our clients for minute details like phone
calls and inquiries,” says Monika Williams, owner of Nest
Interiors. “And we also do not charge for installation of

“NEST IS WELL FURNISHED WITH MANY GREAT PIECES AND
PROVIDES A WARMTH I WANTED TO REPLICATE IN MY HOME.”
—LAURIE BROOKS
products after one of our designers has customized a plan for a homeowner.
Good design should be affordable to everyone. What a money-saving bonus for
our shoppers!”
“I first stumbled upon Nest while searching for a pair of barrel club chairs
by CR Laine,” says customer Laurie Brooks. “My initial reaction to Nest was I
wanted to buy everything in the store. Nest is well furnished with many great
pieces and provides a warmth I wanted to replicate in my home. One of the
benefits of working with them was being able to see and lounge on a piece of
furniture before making a purchase. The design team and staff were so friendly
and helpful, it made my decision to work with Nest easy.”
Shoppers can walk the store floor to gather inspiration to redecorate any room of
a home, but outdoor furnishings seem to be on everyone’s mind this time of year.
“We carry many product lines of outdoor furnishings,” Williams says. “We
love for homeowners to come in and let us pull our vast range of catalogs to
shop for outdoor-living pieces. We can order almost anything homeowners
can dream up. There is access to much more than what is displayed on the
showroom floor.
“There is no design request that is too large or too small for Nest Interiors’
designers,” Williams adds. “Whether it’s one piece, one room, or an entire home
refresh that’s needed, our professionals can help create the comfortable rooms
for which we are known.” u
Visit NEST INTERIORS at 446 Daniels Street in Cameron Village,
call 919-977-5345, or shop NESTFINEGIFTS.COM.
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DESIGN

Fine Art

KICK-START
Launch a home refresh with new artwork and new
ideas from modern artists at The Centerpiece.
Written by Dana W. Todd

N

ice surprises are the best. And nice surprises—
in the form of beautiful fine art and engaging
artists—are what you will find in one of the
newest additions to the creative, trendy Person
Street scene. The local and international artists
who showcase their work at The Centerpiece, a
fine-art gallery housing contemporary and traditional paintings and
hand-blown glass works, continually delight patrons. The modern
gallery provides a variety of activities and services, including fine-art
sales in the gallery, artist-led workshops, and custom framing.
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The Centerpiece is a destination, perfect for planning a daylong
retreat with a family member or best friend, with local restaurants, bakery, shopping, and cocktails just steps away from their
door. After participating in an immersive workshop with one of
The Centerpiece’s visiting artists, participants can enjoy lunch and
after-workshop cocktails at other establishments within walking
distance. The ever-evolving collection of fine art in the gallery
provides a chance for visitors to always see something new and
fresh, and downtown Raleigh’s monthly First Friday Gallery Walk is
an opportunity to see new pieces added to the gallery.

“ASK FOR WHAT YOU
ARE LOOKING FOR,
AND WE WILL FIND IT
FOR YOU.”
—STACEY CHAPMAN

“The Centerpiece’s workshops provide participants a chance to see the faces and processes behind
the artwork that hangs in the gallery,” says Stacey
Chapman of The Centerpiece. “Participants range in
skill levels, and the workshops provide them with a
chance to learn a new medium or continue their education through a series of workshops.”
Renowned local and national artists who teach
the workshops have some of their works featured on
the gallery walls. Many of these are shoppable from
The Centerpiece’s website, but shoppers should not
be limited by what they see online or in the gallery,
as the inventory’s reach extends much further
beyond what is in stock.
“Ask for what you are looking for, and we will
find it for you,” Chapman says. “If you see something
in the gallery and want to see it in your home, we
will bring it to you and let you try it out for a few
days to see if the artwork is a good fit.”
Another home delivery option is custom
framing. A Centerpiece frame designer will
consult with a homeowner in their home to
reframe an existing piece of artwork or frame
a newly purchased masterpiece. “What’s really
exciting is our ability to frame anything,”
Chapman says. “We have framed a priest’s robe,
a wedding gown, and many other heirlooms.
Custom is the key word.”
The staff has been working in the custom
framing and fine-arts business for more than thirty
years. “There is always a designer in the gallery
ready to consult one-on-one with customers who
walk in,” Chapman adds. “People can come to
us with any of their art needs, and everything is
tailored to them, whether that’s framing, in-home
walkthroughs, or lookbook creations.” u
Contact THE CENTERPIECE at 919-838-8580
or visit THECENTERPIECE.COM.
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CUSTOM HOMES

Luxury Home

MUST-HAVES
Raleigh homeowners have a top ten list of
most-requested features in luxury homes.

W

Written by Dana W. Todd

ith the exclusive luxury community of Avalaire continuing to sell
homesites at a brisk pace, the
builders’ sales team is seeing trends
in must-have features in new custom
luxury homes. Here are the nonnegotiable features homeowners are craving today:
Open floor plans. No surprises here. Homeowners
want higher ceilings, two floors of living space (down
from three), and less square footage that is maxed out in
custom upgrades. Think super upgrades, not supersized.
“The spaces are thought-out in Avalaire homes,” says Leslie
Young of Coldwell Banker HPW, Global Luxury, and member
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of the Luxury Home Marketing Group. “There are defined
rooms for defined activities.”
Scullery. With open floor plans come visible kitchen messes.
That’s why sculleries, or separate prep kitchens with attached
pantries, have become one of the top two requested features in
Avalaire homes, according to Young.
Kitchen-centric. Kitchens continue to take center stage,
with requests for larger, multiple quartzite islands that include
seating for up to six people. “Dining is becoming more casual,
with additional space allocated to the kitchen instead of a
separate dining room,” Young says. “High-end commercial
appliances, multiple dishwashers, a separate scullery, and additional storage are all musts for today’s luxury homebuyers.”

“THE SPACES ARE THOUGHT-OUT
IN AVALAIRE HOMES. THERE ARE
DEFINED ROOMS FOR DEFINED
ACTIVITIES.”

POOL: ERIC HONEYCUTT; KITCHEN: FLYBOY PHOTO & MEDIA.

—LESLIE YOUNG
No formal areas. Gone are the days of formal living and
dining rooms. In their places are private home offices, libraries,
and larger eat-in kitchens.
Outdoor living. “Outdoor living is a non-negotiable in almost
every house I sell,” Young says. Homeowners request either
extra pool upgrades or, if they do not want a pool, added privacy
through landscaping. Most outdoor living space is connected
to the indoors through large glass doors covering the back of
kitchens and family rooms, which lead outside to landscaped
areas highlighted by fireplaces, spas, and fire pits.
Wine storage. Homeowners expect glass wine cellars to
house their collections or want in-house wine bars installed.
Combination media/game room. Young says most homeowners request a bar area with a dishwasher, microwave, and sink in
this room for additional entertaining.
Large garage. Four- or five-car garages are the norm in
Avalaire custom homes, according to Young.

Smart home technology. Of course, in a technology-oriented
city like Raleigh, homeowners crave smart home technology to
enable iPhone control of custom blinds, thermostats, lighting,
and many other features.
Spa-level master bathroom. Always a place of attention,
master baths must have all the amenities found in a spa, such as
freestanding tubs, walk-in steam showers, and lots of glass.
In addition to these top-ten homeowner requests, Young says
the fact that Avalaire is a nature-inspired community adjacent
to greenway trails makes sales of homesites fast-moving. More
than 80 percent of phase one and 50 percent of phase two
Avalaire homesites are already sold. u

For information, contact LESLIE YOUNG at 919-280-5401
or JOHN YOUNG at 919-271-8820, or visit AVALAIRE.COM.
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FRAMELESS GLASS PANELS
3501 INTEGRITY DRIVE GARNER , NC 27529
919.662.9050
www.carolinaglass.com
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DESIGN

FAMILY FEAST
Designing engaging family dining areas is at
the forefront in our home-centric world.

A

Written by Dana W. Todd
Photography by Dustin Peck

renewed focus on family dining has
designers Liles Dunnigan and Zandy
Gammons of The Warehouse Interiors
creating striking and functional spaces
that allow family members of all ages to
eat and socialize together.
“Casual dining is more important than ever,” says Liles
Dunnigan, “and we are now using performance fabrics
designed for outdoor living in inside spaces. These performance
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fabrics have come so far in the last three to five years and are
perfect for families with kids, grandkids, or pets.”
“No longer are outdoor fabrics available strictly from the
classic Sunbrella stripe line. They come in many new product
lines such as Thibaut’s Crypton Home, InsideOut, Revolution,
and Sunbrella,” Zandy Gammons says. “They are easy to
clean, withstand sunlight’s fading rays, and resist staining.”
The heavy-duty requirements necessary for repeated
use and food spills make these performance fabrics perfect

for dining-room chairs, kitchen chairs,
and barstools. Dunnigan and Gammons
recently used these durable fabrics in a
new construction project to give their
client the color, texture, and pattern the
family members love.
Although performance fabrics make
dining makeovers functional, other options
make them even more visually pleasing
for the new family aesthetic centered
around eating together at home. In this
recently designed home with blues, greens,
and pinks as the color palette, Dunnigan
and Gammons elevated the dining room
through interesting nailhead-trim treatment on TCS Designs custom chairs and a
vibrant, vintage Turkish rug that continues
the colorful theme.
“This dining room is a happy place that
is playful in its use of traditional elements
and is fitting for a family that likes to entertain a lot,” Gammons says.
The kitchen’s casual eat-in dining area
and countertop barstools offer a chance
to use colorful outdoor performance
fabrics. The casual chairs are covered in
Ferrick Mason fabric, which, along with
the Brunschwig & Fils window treatment
fabric, is the starting point for the room’s
overall design.
“We often start with the window
treatment or rug as a jumping-off point,
especially if it has a busy pattern. The
fabric drives the design,” Dunnigan
says. A Chelsea House sideboard and a
woven mesh natural-fiber light fixture
from Made Goods finish the casual
dining space.
The Warehouse Interiors’ focus on
family design doesn’t stop with dining
rooms. The company recently introduced
a new line of nine ready-to-go dorm-room
packages for students venturing out on
their own. With 10 percent of proceeds
benefitting The Green Chair Project, purchasing a Designer Dorm Room can benefit
both your family and other Wake County
families. See the dorm room packages on
Instagram.com/thewarehouseinteriors. u

“CASUAL DINING IS MORE IMPORTANT
THAN EVER, AND WE ARE NOW USING
PERFORMANCE FABRICS DESIGNED FOR
OUTDOOR LIVING IN INSIDE SPACES.”
—LILES DUNNIGAN
THE WAREHOUSE INTERIORS design firm and home furnishings retail space is located at
8480 HONEYCUTT ROAD, SUITE 102, in Raleigh, or visit THEWAREHOUSEINTERIORS.COM.
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OUTDOOR LIVING

RESORT
RENDEZVOUS

How one homeowner staycations in style with R & R features
usually reserved for commercial resorts.
Written by Dana W. Todd
Photography by Charles Register
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T

wo family-owned businesses with a working
relationship spanning more than a decade—
Old North State Landscape Development,
Inc. and Rising Sun Pools—came together
to create resort-style outdoor living for one
lucky homeowner. It just so happens that
homeowner Pat Vassallo is part of Rising Sun Pools. She
called on Old North State to design and manage construction
of a new outdoor living space, turning her backyard into an
oasis in the middle of Raleigh.
Vassallo was already using Old North State’s HomeCare
Maintenance services to maintain her ten-year-old backyard
pool and landscaping. When it was time for a refresh, she
decided to gut the entire yard and add a next-door parking lot
that she purchased and combined with her lot. Since she had
been so happy with Old North State’s services, she decided to
turn to them for a full revitalization of her outdoor living spaces.
“This was a complete redo, and with the added space we
were able to incorporate outdoor living on two levels and create
green entertainment space in place of the old parking lot,” says
Bill Strope of Old North State.
“One challenge was figuring out how to use the old pool design without demolishing it completely,” Strope says. The design
team turned the former pool, which was only steps outside the
back door of the house, into a tanning ledge—a small pool filled
with just one foot of water for chilling out in lounge chairs. The
upper pool spills over into a lower-level main pool with more
resort-style features that continue to wow, such as a swim-up
bar patterned after one at a Mexican resort. A sunken open-air
kitchen and a cabana for relaxing and dining are part of a new
stone pool house constructed by a local builder that worked as
part of the Old North State team. Features are carefully customized, including the pool’s interior color, which contains polished
turquoise beads. Even the pool’s water depth is customized to
the homeowner’s height so she can comfortably work out with
her trainer in the summer months.
“My favorite part is the outdoor kitchen with swim-up bar
and granite and tile bar stools, grill, sink, fridge, and Brown
Jordan outdoor cabinets,” Vassallo says.
A landscape screen ensures there is a buffer from road
traffic, adding an extra layer of privacy to this residential
hideout. Flickering gas lanterns and gas fire bowls add
interest at night, with other utilities buried under the
stonework to keep the look clean.
Old North State paid careful attention to planning the
tile, stone, leathered granite, brick, and custom wrought-iron
materials to ensure a seamless fit with the existing house.
“Together we created an unbelievable wonderland in this
backyard,” Strope says. “It looks like it has been here forever.” u

“TOGETHER WE CREATED AN
UNBELIEVABLE WONDERLAND IN
THIS BACKYARD. IT LOOKS LIKE IT
HAS BEEN HERE FOREVER.”
—BILL STROPE

Contact OLD NORTH STATE LANDSCAPE DEVELOPMENT, INC. at
919-384-1800 or visit ONSLANDSCAPE.COM.
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BACKYARD
BUDGETING
By David Payne
Photography by Chip Henderson

Layer-in landscaping one line item at a time.
Just as setting a budget is helpful in running a household, an
annual landscaping budget is a handy tool to ensure your
outdoor-living plan proceeds efficiently and effectively. Homeowners should compose a yearly budget to address outdoor
living needs, which may change from year to year as a family
grows or children leave the nest. Landscaped spaces around
a home are living, breathing entities, and, like families’
dynamic lifestyles, should be assessed yearly to evaluate
progress toward outdoor design goals.
I recommend a creative budgeting strategy for those who are
primarily focused on adding or upgrading outdoor-living components. Once an annual budget is decided, allocate all of it to
one outdoor living area. The money doesn’t have to be spent all
at once just because it is prioritized for one recreational area.
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Incremental spending throughout the year on that one living
space enables layering of components in a more controlled
and cost-effective manner. After first using equipment to
transport necessary larger plantings, install hardscaping and
move on to a layering process such as this one:
•
•

•
•

Install green privacy screening with shrubs and trees to
block neighboring views.
Plant layers of plants in various heights, colors, and
textures in front of the screening and around other parts
of the outdoor area.
Add heat-tolerant perennials and annuals for summer blooms
and to anchor the space and make it more of a “room.”
Consider masses of potted plants for additional color,
and mulch to tie all features together.

There are wonderful benefits to layering budget spending
over the course of a full year. Landscaping projects are by
their nature easier to schedule in stages, providing a chance
to orchestrate the process so the homeowner can be present
on specific installation days. Outdoor-living design is a
collaborative effort between professional and homeowner,
so it is imperative that homeowners have the opportunity
to remain on-site. Plus, focusing all of the budget on one
outdoor area at a time can greatly impact the visual and
entertainment pleasure of each space.

“LANDSCAPED SPACES AROUND
A HOME ARE LIVING, BREATHING
ENTITIES, AND, LIKE FAMILIES’ DYNAMIC
LIFESTYLES, SHOULD BE ASSESSED
YEARLY TO EVALUATE PROGRESS
TOWARD OUTDOOR DESIGN GOALS.”
It is wise to involve a landscape contractor in the budgeting process. The contractor will have knowledge about
the current cost of materials and the ability to set a realistic, achievable goal with the funds available. Landscape
contractors are well versed in scheduling and determining
the logical layering process of a project. It is often more
comfortable for the homeowner to work through an outdoorliving project in a step-by-step manner throughout the
year, where the budget is established early in the process
and then broken into manageable chunks of time and
payments. By the end of the year, a completed outdoorentertainment area will simply need a small maintenance
budget in subsequent years to keep it functioning well and
looking vibrant and new. u

DAVID PAYNE is owner of HOME & GARDEN LANDSCAPES and can be
reached at 919-801-0211 or HOMEANDGARDENLANDSCAPES.COM.
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SHOWROOM
CELEBRATION
By Sunny Surana

Twenty-five years in the natural stone
business. Fifteen years in Raleigh. Five
showrooms nationwide.
There are some things better done in person. Shopping for natural
stone is one of them. CRS Marble & Granite, a locally owned and
operated showroom, prioritizes making our showroom friendly
and easy to navigate for a premium shopping experience. With
more than twenty-five years of experience in the industry, we
offer focused customer assistance and an extensive selection.
Our 65,000 square-foot showroom features wide aisles and
special lighting, making it easier for customers to browse individual slabs of hard marble, quartzite, granite, marble, and quartz
suitable for home projects.
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The CRS shopping experience is like no other. We understand
customers’ needs and educate them so they can make the best
choices for themselves and their homes. A unique Countertop
Testing Station allows us to test particular stones with food items
like wine, ketchup, and lemon juice to determine if stones will
etch or shadow. CRS is laser-focused on the shopping experience
because we understand the intersection of customer input and the
nature of natural stones.
It’s always best to choose natural stone in person, as each
slab is unique with its own variations, veining, and general
movement. Each slab tells its own story, and the CRS experience
creates a system where homeowners can choose with ease and
confidence. Another focus area for me personally is making sure
the stones we carry are the highest quality stones available. We

“THE ALEXANDRITA QUARTZITE SLAB WE CHOSE FOR OUR KITCHEN
LOOKS MORE LIKE A PIECE OF ART THAN A COUNTERTOP.”
—DR. RACHID IDRISSI
are not interested in buying lower-grade stones from quarries to
have a “cheap” option. I travel thousands of miles each year to vet
overseas suppliers and ensure their stones are the best of the best.
It’s the thrill of the hunt for me, and I love passing on the gems I
find to our customers.
We carry more than five-hundred colors, including some
exotic stones that are hard to find. A highly curated collection
of stones is one reason many of our customers enjoy shopping
in our showroom, as expressed by one of our new construction customers, Dr. Rachid Idrissi, who says, “CRS has a vast
and exquisite selection of high-quality stones. The Alexandrita

quartzite slab we chose for our kitchen looks more like a piece
of art than a countertop.”
Aside from customer service, we are excited about our two
lines of quartz. We are the exclusive distributors of LG Quartz,
which is made in the USA. CRS is also launching its own premium
line, CRS Quartz, featuring product longevity. Each piece is carefully chosen with the purest ingredients to stand the test of time.
Lower-grade quartz will crack, dull, and warp over a lifetime.
CRS strives for the ultimate customer experience, with a vast
selection, knowledgeable employees, and unique processes to
make visions come to life. u

Contact Sunny Surana at CRS MARBLE & GRANITE’S Raleigh showroom
at 7521 Exhibit Court, or visit CRSGRANITE.COM.

CELEBRATING FIFTEEN YEARS. FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED.

Raleigh Showroom
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Been spending more
time at home lately?

We are open to shoppers and donors!
Bring us the stuff you cleaned out of your attic,
garage or spare room — stay to browse our inventory.
The ReStores collect new and gently used cabinets, appliances, building materials,
furniture and more. When you donate to the ReStores, you’re supporting Habitat’s
mission to build more affordable homes in the Triangle.

Schedule your free pick-up today, or drop at
any of our nine area ReStores.

wakerestore.org/donate-now • 919.374.8631

Christopher Holt: Contemporary
Frescoes/Faith and Community
North Carolina Museum of Art
Through July 26
ncartmuseum.org
This exhibition features monumental
drawings, intimate portraits, and studies
by artist Christopher Holt for the Haywood
Street Beatitudes fresco completed in
September 2019. The fresco is the result of
a two-year community project led by Holt
with the Rev. Brian Combs, founder of the
Haywood Street congregation in Asheville.
The purpose of the Haywood Street fresco is
to honor everyday people and emphasize the
church’s ministry, which focuses on helping
members of the community who live in
poverty and often on the margins of society.
In the Rev. Combs’s words, “What poverty
makes invisible, art makes immortal.”
While NCMA will reopen and extend this exhibition, they do not have exact reopening and
extended closing dates yet. Please follow ncartmuseum.org/covid19 for the latest information.

Marcy Gregg & Rob Logic
ArtSource Fine Art
Through July 31
artsourcefineart.com
Marcy Gregg describes her paintings as
“puzzles” in which lines play a crucial
part. It is through an artistic process of
finding “lines lost and an unexpected
perspective found” that she imbues her
compositions with energy. While the
linework gives her art energy, it is the
artist’s distinctive palette that gives her oil paintings life. Gregg’s art is found in private and
corporate collections across the United States and abroad.
From mod gals to big cities, Rob Logic’s exhibition incorporates a changing series of
figures, transportation, and tranquil and upbeat places, capturing emotions as colorful and
vibrant as life itself. Each piece presents a fusion of mood and energy with motion, which
allows the viewer to be pulled out of their environment into a wonderful journey of the
subconscious. This exhibition has been extended through the end of July.
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Beanology: Intro to Coffee
Dilworth Coffee Training Center
June 18
dilworthcoffee.com

Record Store Day
The Pour House Music Hall
& Record Shop
June 20
thepourhousemusichall.com

Annelies Gentile’s Art in
the Garden Program
Joslin Garden
June 28–October 25
cityofoaksfoundation.org

Memphis
Raleigh Memorial Auditorium
July 28–August 2
nctheatre.com

Observe, Experiment,
and Express
The Centerpiece
July 29–July 31
thecenterpiece.com

An Evening with
Grizzly Goat
Wake Forest Listening Room
July 31
eventbrite.com

Collecting Carolina
North Carolina Museum of History
Through August 2
ncmuseumofhistory.org

Civil Presence
21c Museum Hotel
Through December 2020
21cmuseumhotels.com
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LUXURY is OUR SPECIALTY

POOL PATIOS | POOL HOUSES | STONEWORK | FIREPLACES | WATER FEATURES | LANDSCAPING | OUTDOOR KITCHENS | NIGHT LIGHTING | IRRIGATION

Bringing

DREAMS
to

reality

For over 30 years

Turn- Key Projects
Landscape Design
Landscape Construction
General Contracting
onslandscape.com
(919) 384 - 1800

CAT H ER INENG U Y EN. COM
917. 524. 7297

ma r k ra f t
A DIVISION OF

Best of

2020
DESIGN

KITCHENS

OUTDOOR KITCHENS

BATHROOMS

MUDROOMS

AND MORE

Monday-Friday 9am-5pm

919.362.7979

1051 Schieffen Rd., Apex, NC 27502

After 5pm & Saturdays by Appointment

919.362.9112

apexcabinet.com

© 2020 MoistureShield

Traditional Composite Decking
Asphalt Pavement
MoistureShield®
with CoolDeck® Technology

Your Feet Will Thank You

CoolDeck Technology

Reduces
Heat by up to

35

%

*

Enjoy more of your summer outdoors.
MoistureShield with CoolDeck is the only composite decking
designed to beat the heat.

*Reduces heat absorption by up to 35% compared to standard capped composites.
Tested against a standard cap (MoistureShield Refine) in a similar color.

